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Abstract. We report a high-density wavelength division demultiplexer
(Demux) capable of demultiplexing a 32-channel 100-GHz-spaced
wavelength, with a working wavelength range of operation from 1541.37
to 1565.47 nm. The design, packaging, and performance of the Demux
using the 22nd diffraction order of an echelle grating is described. The
typical insertion loss of the device is 23.060.2 dB, the cross talk be-
tween adjacent channels for all 32 channels is about 230 dB, and the
average 1-dB optical passband is 0.256 nm. We found the experimental
measurement result of the 1-dB passband to be in good agreement with
the theoretical 1-dB passband as calculated. The device has single-
mode fiber in and multimode fiber out, and thus can bridge the telecom-
munication backbone and local area networks. © 2001 Society of Photo-
Optical Instrumentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1385333]

Subject terms: Wavelength division demultiplexer; echelle grating; dispersion
ability; DWDM packaging.
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1 Introduction

Rapid growth in demand for high-capacity telecommuni
tion links, in the context of the speed limitation of singl
wavelength links, has generated worldwide interest
dense wavelength division demultiplexers1 ~demuxes! as an
effective higher-capacity solution for optical network
Several major technologies for making demuxes inclu
interference filters, Bragg grating filters, and phased-arr
based demuxes.2–6 Technologies using interference filte
and Bragg grating filters7 reach a low level of fiber-to-fibe
loss, but the losses are not uniform across the whole wa
length range. Interference filters and Bragg grating filt
use discrete components, so that increasing the numb
channels proportionately increases the cost and the pac
ing volume. Interference filters entail multicavity structur
requiring tens of tightly controlled dielectric layers in ord
to produce individual filters. It is difficult by this means t
fabricate devices with channel spacing less than 100 G
Phasars and etched gratings7 have good and uniform inser
tion losses, but may not have satisfactory temperature c
trol and polarization sensitivity, depending on the comp
ite materials.

In this paper, we discuss a 32-channel 100-GHz DWD
based on an echelle grating. It shows equalized inser
losses of23.060.2 dB within all the channels, and offer
considerable benefit to the cost and power budgets.
include a discussion of DWDM design, packaging, and p
formance data.

2 DWDM Structure and Optical Design

Figure 1 is a schematic of the device design and packag
Thirty-two channel wavelength division multiplexe
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~WDM! wavelengths are introduced into the DWDM d
vice by a single-mode fiber with an FC connector, and th
are collimated by a multielement lens. The same lens fu
tions as the focusing lens for the demultiplexed signals.
used an echelle grating to demultiplex 32 optical sign
within the C band with 100-GHz channel spacing. T
working wavelength range of operation is from 1541.37
1565.47 nm. A grating with 78.85% diffraction efficienc
for both the TE and TM modes at a center wavelength
1554.94 nm diffracts the incident light beams into differe
directions. The ITU fiber optic telecommunication chann
standard8,9 determines the wavelength choice. In order
eliminate multiple alignment for individual fibers and in
crease throughput, we employed a 32-channel silic
V-grooved fiber array to receive the 32 demultiplexed s
nals. The output fiber array sits right on the top of the inp
fiber array, which only has a single fiber. The input fiber
aligned with the center of output fiber array. We call th
kind of structure an over-under configuration. The core s
of the multimode glass fiber is 62.5mm. This DWDM de-
vice is designed for optical communications f
metropolitan-area networks where free-space DWDM a
multimode fiber band networks are jointly employed.10

Several journal articles have proposed DWDM with d
ferent optical configurations.2,3 A high-order echelle grat-
ing has several special properties that make it an exce
diffraction component for WDM diffraction. Most apparen
is its high dispersion, which permits compact optical sy
tems with a high throughput and high resolution. In ad
tion, because it is never used far from the blaze directi
the grating’s efficiency remains relatively high over a lar
spectral range. Furthermore, when the grating is operate
higher orders, it is nearly free of the polarization effect11
1255© 2001 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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Under the Littow mount condition, when the incident ang
is the same as the diffraction angle, another useful prop
comes into play: one lens can collimate and focus simu
neously, resulting in lower cost and decreased packag
size for the WDM system.

Usually, the higher the grating order, the smaller t
polarization effect of the grating. But any given gratin
order is also limited by certain factors. One of them is
working spectral range. We calculated the correspond
grating working order to cover the C-band spectral ran
~from 1528 to 1560 nm!. When the extremes of the C ban
arel151528 nm andl251560 nm, the formula for calcu
lating the grating order for a certain spectral range can
expressed as11

m5
l1

l22l1
. ~1!

So that the spectrum of the C-band signall2 operating at
order m does not overlap the spectrum of the signall1

when operating at orderm11, m must be less than 47. O
the other hand, we must leave room to fully reduce
noise caused by the scattering of adjacent orders. We c
22 as the grating working order, under which the grating
almost free of the polarization effect.

The reflection-grating diffraction equation is12

d~sinu i1sinud!5ml, ~2!

wherem is the order of diffraction,l the wavelength,d the
groove spacing, andu i andud the angles of incidence an
diffraction. We found the angular dispersion by taking t
first derivative ofud :

dud

dl
5

sinu i1sinud

l cosud
. ~3!

For the Littrow conditionu i5ud , angular dispersion is

dud

dl
5

2 tanud

l
. ~4!

The larger the diffraction angle, the greater the angular
persion. In our design of the 32-channel demux, taking i
consideration the trade-off between angular dispersion
its linearity,13 we chose incident and diffraction angles
u i5ud564.1 deg at the center wavelength of 1554.94 n
which is the 18th channel of our device. The angular d

Fig. 1 Geometrical layout of a 100-GHz-spaced 32-channel demul-
tiplexer, with a packaging size of 157361338 mm.
1256 Optical Engineering, Vol. 40 No. 7, July 2001
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persion of the grating at the central wavelengthl
51554.94 nm) is 0.152 deg/nm~2.64 mrad/nm!.

Figure 2 shows our measurements of the grating e
ciency across all working wavelengths. The grating e
ciency varies from 70% to 78.85% over the whole ran
The efficiency peak occurs at a wavelength of 1554.94 n
the center wavelength, employing the 22nd diffraction
der of the grating. The 18th channel receives this wa
length and is thus defined as the center channel. The
lowing equation determines the channel spacing betwee
given channel and the central channel:

Dd5 f tan~ud2udc!, ~5!

wheref is the focal length;udc is the diffraction angle at the
center wavelength, which equals the incident angle; andud
is the diffraction angle of the specific channel under eva
ation.

3 Demultiplexer Packaging and Performance

We used active alignment in the assembling procedure.
critical to locate the focal point of the lens and to set t
input fiber array exactly at the focal plane. We used a st
with five degrees of freedom to actively align the gratin
We found the position of highest diffraction efficiency fo
the grating by fine-tuning the rotation and the pitch of t
grating. To arrive at its highest and most balanced coup
efficiency, we simultaneously monitored the output of t
two edge channels and the center channel, i.e., the 1st c
nel, the 18th channel, and the 32nd channel, at wavelen
of 1541.37, 1554.93, and 1564.47 nm, respectively. In t
way the alignments for other channels can be optimiz
automatically.

Figure 3 shows the output spectrum of the 32-chan
DWDM. It indicates that the output signals of the 32 cha
nels are quite uniform. The output spectrum was measu
with a laser rather than a wideband white light source, s
shows the center wavelength of each individual chan
rather than the exact loss spectrum, because of the na
linewidth of the laser.

The insertion lossis defined as the difference betwee
the input power of the DWDM device and the output pow
via the silicon V-grooved fiber array. This loss includes t
loss in the input single-mode fiber, lens, grating, silic
V-grooved fiber array, and connectors, and the coupl
loss from free space to output fiber array. Theadjacent-

Fig. 2 Measured grating efficiency versus wavelength.
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Fig. 3 The output spectrum of the 32-channel demux.
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channel cross talkis the power ratio between a specifi
channel and its adjacent channels when only the spe
channel is activated. Figure 4 shows the measuremen
insertion loss for all 32 channels, which is also quite u
form across channels. Our measurements show the typ
insertion loss of this WDM system to be23.060.2 dB. Of
the 3.0 dB, 1.3 dB is due to the fact that the grating d
fracts only 74.4% of the incident power into the desir
diffraction order. Transmission and reflection loss of t
lens accounts for 0.3 dB. The remaining 1.4 dB is cau
by lens aberration and misalignment. The adjacent-cha
cross talk is in the neighborhood of230 dB for all 32
channels.

By tuning the wavelength of a specific channel when
the channels are aligned, we found the average 1-dB op
passband of the 32 channels to be 0.256 nm. Figur
shows the 1-dB optical passbands of all channels. The p
bands vary from 0.22 to 0.31 nm, because the quality of
output light spot varies at different channels. The aver
value of the 1-dB passband is 0.256 nm. Because W
laser sources usually contain a spectral width that depe
on the laser cavity structures and on operating condition
laser wavelength shift is also present when the laser is
ternally modulated.14 The relatively large 1-dB optica
passband makes our demux robust to the disturba
caused by laser wavelength shift. When all the channels
aligned and minimum insertion losses are achieved,
output fiber array is moved laterally in 2-mm steps to the
left and to the right side of a specific channel until t
insertion loss increases by 1 dB. We measured the 1

Fig. 4 Experimental result of measuring the insertion loss for all 32
channels.
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passband of all channels as a function of lateral misali
ment. The experiment supports the conclusion that
WDM system can tolerate lateral misalignment up to
mm while maintaining a better than 0.256-nm 1-dB pa
band for all 32 channels.

Figure 6 shows the measurement of the 1-dB phys
passband for channel 32, corresponding to 30-mm lateral
misalignment. This large dynamic range makes the dev
highly robust against any displacement of output fiber ar
caused by misalignment, temperature fluctuation, or vib
tion. Employing a specially made single-mode fiber arr
and thereby decreasing the fiber-to-fiber spacing by h
we were able to use the same configuration to realiz
64-channel DWDM with 50-GHz spacing.

4 Simulation for Image Shift Tolerance within
the 1-db Passband

Disturbances caused by laser drift, temperature change,
vibration are reflected as a relative movement of the in
light spot at the receiving fiber or as a shift of waveleng
A larger 1-dB passband is therefore always preferable.
larger the ratio of the core diameter to the distance betw
the receiving fibers, the larger the 1-dB passband.15

To calculate the transverse loss, suppose the core d
eter of the receiving fiber to beD52R, and the diameter of
the input light spot to bed52r . We express the ratio o
energy in the area of overlap~input light spot and receiving
fiber! to energy in the entire area of the input light spot

Fig. 5 Measured 1-dB optical passband for all 32 channels.
1257Optical Engineering, Vol. 40 No. 7, July 2001
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h5
*s8 f 8~x,y! ds8

*sf ~x,y! ds
, ~6!

whereh is the energy ratio,s8 is the overlap area,s is the
input light spot area, andf 8(x,y), f (x,y) are the optical
power distribution function in the overlap area and t
whole area of the input light spot, respectively. Figure
illustrates Eq.~6!. The wavelength shift of a specific chan
nel causes the image of the input light spot to move acco
ingly. We can thus obtain the maximum movement tol
ance of the WDM system when operating within 1-d
passband range.

Here, we assume a uniform power distribution across
whole area of the input light spot. We set up two simu
tions for the theoretical 1-dB passband calculation,
which D562.5mm. In one case,d59 mm, the core diam-
eter of the single-mode fiber. In the other,d544mm. Fig-
ure 8 shows the simulation result, which indicates t
when a system is diffraction-limited, i.e., the input spot s
is the same as the single-mode fiber core diameter,
maximum lateral movement tolerance can be up to629
mm within the 1-dB passband.

5 Discussion

An average of615 mm of lateral movement tolerance wa
shown in our experiment, a result that agrees withd

Fig. 6 Measured 1-dB physical passband for channel 32. When
lateral movement reaches 15 mm to the left or 20 mm to the right of
the center channel 32, insertion loss increases by 1 dB.

Fig. 7 Illustration of the region of overlap for offset fiber cores.
1258 Optical Engineering, Vol. 40 No. 7, July 2001
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544mm, which represents the worst spot quality we fou
in our lens design simulation. The lens used in our WD
system is a two-element lens. We can certainly achi
larger lateral movement tolerance by using more eleme
to obtain a diffraction-limited system.

To evaluate the nonlinearity performance of the dev
when working at ITU standard wavelengths, by combini
Eqs. ~2! and ~3! we can simulate the relation between a
gular dispersion and wavelength. The result is shown
Fig. 9. The 32-channel designation on thex axis of the
figure corresponds to the 32 wavelengths, which are de
mined by the ITU grid. We found that the angular dispe
sion increases when the wavelength increases and
therefore the channel spacing depends on wavelength.
ure 10 shows the simulated channel spacing of 32 wa
lengths, which fit exactly within the ITU grid. We foun
the channel spacing to vary from 115 to 135mm across all
32 channels. When building the 32-channel prototype
mux, we tuned the individual wavelengths slightly to elim
nate the nonlinear effect of angular dispersion. We fou
we could make the wavelengths fit exactly within the IT
grid by using a nonlinearly spaced V-grooved fiber arra

6 Conclusions

We built and tested a fully packaged 32-channel 100-G
demux. The insertion losses of all 32 channels are wit
23.060.2 dB. The cross talk between adjacent chann
for all channels is close to230 dB. The average 1-dB

Fig. 8 Simulation result of transverse loss versus offset of fiber
cores with different transmitting spot sizes.

Fig. 9 Angular dispersion at different wavelengths. The larger the
wavelength, the greater the angular dispersion.
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optical passband is 0.256 nm, which makes the device
bust to disturbances caused by wavelength and temper
fluctuations. A 64-channel DWDM with 50-GHz spacin
accuracy is feasible using the same configuration while
creasing the fiber-to-fiber spacing by half.
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